ANSWER KEY
Read the sentences. Find the words in the puzzle.

Sentences:

1. **Explorers** searched for the Northwest Passage for hundreds of years.
2. In Chicago, cold winds **blow** from Lake Michigan.
3. Lake Louise was named after Queen Victoria’s fourth **daughter**.
4. Washington, DC is different because you cannot see a **skyscraper**.
5. Many **musicians** come to New Orleans to play jazz.
6. The Grand Canyon was made by the Colorado River cutting through the **rock**.
7. In Hudson Bay, polar bears wait for the ice so they can **hunt** for seals.
8. Mount Rainier is a **volcano** and can be very dangerous.
9. New York is a great place to find a good **restaurant**.
10. There are still **cowboys** who work in Texas.

**Polar bears** were born in the **state** of New Orleans. Many **cowboys** still come here every year to **hunt** in the Jazz **restaurants**.